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  Abstract  

 
 The tasks and responsibilities of an individual are considered with respect to 

the conditions of today‟s changing world and they are being tried to be 

formed in the direction of political, economic, social, and technical 

developments that have been experienced during the last quarter of 20th 

century. The concepts of active and global citizenship can be ranked between 

those elements. It must be taken into account that since each of those 

concepts has an historic background and they belong to the western 

civilization then they have some common characteristics as well as they 

differ with some points. It is aimed with this study to reveal the common 

points and differences of those two concepts with respect to the 

individualism, membership/belonging/identity, and participation. As a result 

of literature survey, it is observed that active and global citizenship concepts 

have a common intellectual idea with respect to the individualism and 

participation. On the other hand, it is also concluded that when the 

development period of those concepts are taken into account, they differ with 

each other with respect to the belonging/identity. 
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1. Introduction 

The human being who is in the effort to understand and lead the life either produce new terms through 

occurring new conditions and purposes or change the current terms regarding to their meanings, and enlarge 

them. Hence active citizenship term is seen pointing out meaning enlarging of citizenship term as a result of 

those efforts.  Global citizenship is a new citizenship model considering “classic
**

 citizenship criterions”.  

But due to direct and indirect determined relation between active and global citizenship, it can be thought that 

active citizenship points another direction than classical citizenship. This study that researches mentioned 

relation has purpose to determine    

1. Historical development of active and global citizenship 

2. Similarities and differences of active and global citizenship terms regarding to their intellectual basics 

Regarding to human/individual, membership/belonging/identity and participation that are accepted as basic 

elements of citizenship. 

Following assumptions lead to the study:  

1. Every concept bears a historical background and evolution.  

                                                           

NecmettinErbakan University, AhmetKelesoğlu Faculty of Education, Konya-Türkiye 

**
 Herewith „classic” term expresses modern citizenship that is composed with national state sturcture. 
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2. The concepts which have similar historical background are designed by similar humans, societies or 

institutions and the basic reason for this similarity is they do have roots within the same civilization circle. 

This study is mainly based on literature review. 

 

 

 

2. Evolving Meaning for Citizenship: Active Citizenship 

The etymological source of the word citizenship dates back to the words “citizen” or “citoyen” which are 

derived from Latin word “cite” which has the meaning of being up to a political society, or being a member 

of a city-state in ancient Greek [1].  

The concepts like participation, representation, autonomy and self-regulation have loaded new meanings 

and functions to the citizenship [2]. Ünsal expresses this situation of modern citizenship as taking 

responsibility that are effective for every member of this certain state other than having rights due to 

belonging of this state [3]. Barber who has an understanding on “powerful democracy” loads continuous and 

active tasks to the voluntary citizen in a democratic state structure. The citizens in this process, never comes 

together with blood or political agreements but they are rather neighbors due to their “common interests, 

common solutions to their problems, and their voluntary participation” [4].   

One of the evolving meanings of citizenship that are used to express the developments in concept is the 

active citizenship. Likewise, the characteristics of modern citizenship like “individually participant and being 

effective” comes with the concept of active citizenship [5]. 

Passive citizen comprehension that was adopted after the end of World War II and the social state 

applications that pinned this approach lead to reconsider the individual-state and individual-society relations 

while especially trying to find resolutions to the social problems. The active citizenship approach that was 

dwelled on in the United Kingdom during 1980‟s and started to rise between 1988-1990 took place first in 

EU‟s Lisbon 2010 Strategy on Competitive Knowledge Society and Better Social Association [6]-[5]. 

This course that starts from putting an individual in an idle position to the rights based citizenship puts 

forward the social responsibility and drives that individual to play a role in political or social life and this is 

the situation that activates him. The active citizenship in its simplest definition develops the quality of life of 

an individual and gives him the chance of defining the problems of his society and actively take part in the 

struggle of healing problems within his society [7].Sarıipek explains the citizenship as the manner of noticing 

the problems of society in which one lives and taking an active role to find solutions to these problems and 

raising the level of Standard of living [8]. According to Arendt, the active citizenship shall have the meanings 

of action for every citizen, development of judicial capacity, and having a certain degree of political activity 

[9]. 

In other words, active citizenship is “declaring his expectations, using his rights, and conducting his 

responsibilities” [10]. The purpose of active citizenship is reconnect the citizens to their society and 

organizations, and to give them the chance of participating to the decision making bodies within their public 

and hence the citizens in this course of process take interest in social values and wider political targets and 

purposes based on the view point of their own concerns [7]. 

Hoskins and Mascherini model the variables that define the active citizenship within the direction of 

expanding frame in four dimensions [11]: 

1. Protest and social change: Making protests, participating in unions, participating in environmental and 

human rights organizations. 

2. Community life: Participating in social, cultural organizations, participating in professional, sportive 

associations, and participating in religious institutions or school councils and providing to those institutions 

and organizations unorganized support. 

3. Representative democracy: Engagement in political parties, voter turnout and participation of women 

in political life. 

4. Democratic values: Democracy, intercultural understanding and human rights. 

Modern citizenship defines the frames of active citizenship in the form of a citizen who “uses his rights 

and undertakes his responsibilities” and amends some other elements and dimensions to this definition like 

adopting personal or social values and accepting them, having general and personal ethics, behaving in a 

mature and being reasonable. The ethic dimension of citizenship requires being dependent to the active 

citizenship and being an instrument of ethic regeneration and social integration [12]. 

In fact, active citizenship can also be defined as “the characteristics that a citizen shall have” rather than 

defining as a type of citizenship and this new definition comprises information, skill, behavioral and value 

dimensions [5]. Especially the values dimension of that definition can also be accepted as a distinctive 

dimension although it is built on information, skill, and behavior characteristics [13]. In a way, active 

citizenship can also be evaluated as a comprehension practice of a human who is integrated with his 

information, behavior, and values dimensions and this definition leads it to cover the rights and 
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responsibilities fields of a citizen based on his information, comprehension, and his values hence it covers 

almost all aspects of his life. 

 

3. Global Citizenship 

In the latest half of 20th century, the globalism is a phenomenon although nobody reached a consensus 

for its essence, running, and results. It is also defined as “time and space jam” and due to globalism, the 

societies have become multi-cultured and the distance between the cultures and states disappeared and 

organizations that have international power emerged [14]. At this stage, Held thinks that a cultural 

connection emerged between humans and this is the result of mutual interaction created by global economic 

system, international communication and transportation networks, international organizations that have 

authority like auditing and limiting and trans governmental diplomacy [15]. 

In particular, increasing multi dimensional international relations that are the indicators of globalism 

created controversial points with respect to the state structure and the citizenship concept within last quarter 

of the last century and this lead people to be aware of the concept of global citizenship. Global citizenship is 

not a new concept as is active citizenship although it was put forward as a result of globalism. The history of 

global citizenship may date back to Stoics who assume a world state where every human is equal and brother 

to each other based on natural law [16]. The Stoic idea of world citizenship that bears moral quality survived 

during Rome and at the beginning period of Enlightment[17]. Later on, Locke described world citizenship in 

a sense and Kant enunciated world citizenship within the framework of “cosmopolitan law” [18]. 

The global citizenship is defined today as “the citizen who evaluates the events with the upper identity of 

single world and single humanity” and the meaning and reasons of it is expressed on the basis of concepts 

that arise during globalization and with its assets [19]. These explanations also indicate to the transformation 

of modern citizenship especially on the matters of rights/responsibilities, membership/belonging/identity and 

participation. Hence Osler and Starkey state that rapid development in technology and evolvement of 

relations between humans in respect of purpose and location make citizenship within borders of a single state 

impossible [19]. It is such that, universal identity replaces national identity and universal equity replaces 

national loyalty and universal value like human rights gets prominence [19].  

As it is seen, while the prominence of globalization in the field of politics increases, global citizenship is 

attributed a political identity. As a matter of fact Falk defines the global citizenship as a political identity that 

comprises political actions and active citizenship [15]. Stokes also emphasizes the global citizenship 

phonemonen that comes into prominence with its actions in global institutions and political affairs [20]. 

İlkeda evaluates global citizenship rather with moral values with its creative empathy against further 

sufferers, the efforts exerted against understanding different people and respecting them, and wisdom on 

understanding life together with its political dimension [21]. Miranda indicates to the following four 

characteristics of a global citizen [22]:1. Recognizing all humans,2. Protecting environment,3.Helping to the 

lacker,4.Struggling for peace. 

The global citizen shall be aware of global problems and have the skills to find solutions for them and he 

shall be in the quality of having responsibility, tolerance, appreciation, collaboration, critical thinking, 

dispute settlement, participation in the politic life, conservationist and being sensitive on human rights [23]. 

Following characteristics for a global ctizen are indicated in the guide prepared by Oxfam [24]: 

 

Table 1.Characteristics of a global citizenship 

Knowledge and 

understanding 

Skills Values and attitudes 

Social justice and equit Critical and creative thinking Sense of identify and self-

esteem 

Identity and diversity Empathy Commitment to social justice 

and equity 

Globalisation and  

interdependence 

Self-awareness and reflection Respect for people and human 

rights 

Sustainable development Communication Value diversity 

 

Peace and conflict 

Cooperation and conflict 

resolution 

Concern for the environment 

and commitment to sustainable 

development 

Human rights Ability to manage complexity and 

uncertainty 

Commitment to participation 

and inclusion 

Power and governance  Informed and reflective action  Belief that people can bring 

about change 
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The globel citizenship with respect to it‟s indicated characteristics carried responsibility field of 

citizenship to the widest limits as to compromise all world by building citizenship attitude and behaviours 

over new global information, skills, and values. 

 

3. Premises for an Active and Global Citizenship  

The relation between active citizenship and global citizenship may be dealt with under these three 

headings both for their commonality and for their basis: Human/individual approach, 

membership/belonging/identity and participation. 

3.1. Human/Individual Approach  

Active citizenship and global citizenship requires being aware of “individuality”. Being aware of 

“individuality” provides having rights due to this individuality and again being aware of preserving these 

rights. The evolution of individual within general human approach is started in Ancient Greek but had its 

grounds with the renaissance humanism and Enlightment. 

The Sophists reviewed “human who is deemed to be the most precious” in BCE.5 and BCE.4 and stated 

that the basic purpose of this study is the benefit of human [25]. They thought human as the scale of 

everything and they had an “individualist and libertarian” approach to human and due to their this approach 

they are resembled to Enlighteners [25]-[26]. Stoics define liberty as “undetermined” and adopted the 

principle of “stay still against the impacts of external world” [26]. Hence, Epictetos who is a Stoic has been 

defined human that is an integral part of nature as a creature that assigns own values himself [27]-[28]. As a 

result, the idea of “an individual who has specific values in his inner world” started to evolve in Rome with 

the contribution of Stoics [29].  

D‟hollbach states that human is “an individual who lost his liberty and became a slave” in Middle Ages 

[27]. But in Italian city states, human is accepted to be an entity looking for his character and looking for the 

ways to present his characteristics, who evolves with his actions and who has economic functions and who is 

different from society as an individual during Renaissance [9]-[30]. 

The human mind was in the basic determinant position at the 17. and 18. Centuries and the Sophists 

accepted the human as the scale of everything [31]. The human is no more a natural member of a cultural 

society, but he is the one who has basic wants and powers at the beginning of history without a date and he is 

the one who has the capacity of creating society, law, state, good and bad [12]. So the individual – the citizen 

is no more an absolute law, or a moral entity but he is rather a psychological and physiological entity [12]. 

The individualism continously evolved during centuries after Renaissance and has been supported with 

the following developments in 19.Century: Revolution in time and space concepts, increasing inventions in 

technical era, obtaining intense and surplus production in agriculture, international commerce; increasing 

wealth with the precious metals, acceleration of investments, establishing of infrastructure for transportation 

and marketing, composing a kind of total network for the markets and economy [32]. Especially the success 

of individual at science and technology increased the liberty that is evolving on ego. As a result of this 

approach, individual created himself and this lead to liberty, liberty lead to knowledge and arrived to a point 

of possessing. 

As it is seen, we face to face an individual understanding that develops and enforces in the base of mind 

and freedom. According to White, Western thought that “has individual focused thought structure” puts the 

individual, his liberty, and his benefits forward and takes him responsible due to his mind and activates him 

[33]. Both active citizenship and global citizenship deems the individual who is responsible, having liberty 

due to his mind as a subject. One point to consider at this point is the acceptance of force of will of the citizen 

in both of citizenship concepts as the basis of the concept of citizenship and the running of the life although 

the field of actions and responsibility is a social based element. 

 

3.2. Membership/Belonging/Identity   

Citizenship means being a member of a social institution in general and due to this belonging it is the total 

of all rights and responsibilities arising from this belonging. As a matter of fact, the citizenship has been a 

category of rights demanded by the individuals throughout the histroy but also indicated the rights and 

identity provided by the state [34]. So the citizen is the individual who feels sense of belonging. 

In Ancient Greek, it is the belonging established with city states and the individuals who are entitled to be 

a citizen are the members of this city state. Zenon who established the Stoa Academy, expressed that all 

humans in the world are equal [25]. The world citizen concept of Stoics lead to double citizenship law in 

Roma although it is not applied practically. This law requires that a human who inhabits in Roma but not a 

Roman is also a citizen of Roma due to the multinational structure of Roma. 

Since feudal structure was effective in Middle Ages, one can say that a sense of fidelity to an individual 

was present then. But the sense of belonging to city or belonging to a state was effective after the Italian city 

states.  
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Belonging generally has been affected from changes occurring in individual understanding. As a matter of 

fact, the individual defined by Descartes and Hobbes has a kind of belonging based on common 

characteristics rather than being a member of a whole body [27]. This structure is a kind of social particular 

and it is expressed with the concept of social contract within the framework of national sovereignty 

developed during French Revolution [27]. Hence, modern citizenship concept developed based on the center 

of nation and national will concepts. Today, the citizen of national state that is dominant of political 

structuring in the world is being defined and decomposed with their national identity and belonging [35]. 

Mentioned national identity and belonging composes main base of identity and belonging area gradually 

included an enlarging specification in active citizen regarding to politic. But, further than political bound, the 

active citizenship includes all humanity in the frame of ethical responsibility [36]. 

Today, there are many opinions that express the feeling of belonging to a modern national state till two 

hundred years are now in vulnerability and gained another dimension during globalization process. From the 

point of this view, there are multi identities today instead of national identity. “The membership of an 

international society” that is the world identification is driven forward between the multi identities of today 

[37]. World Identity that gathers all people under a sole identity composes the base of global citizenship that 

“is desired to be placed in a determined humanity envisagement” [38]. 

On the other hand, it is also considered that the globalism cannot supress the national identity yet it 

supports the development of national belonging during this process so no global identity can be created [39]. 

The basis of those ideas are construction of the identity definition to those two requirements of “continuity 

during time (common history)” and “being different from others” as Şimşek and Ilgaz states [40]. In case of 

“being lack of those requirements” and being aware of this fact is true then can it always be expected to 

create belonging feeling as to motivate an individual? Although there are some exceptions, this question 

seems to be not answerable positively due to the nature of human tending to categorize the life. 

Active and global citizenship models carry commonality at the point of belonging to humanity due to 

enlarging content of active citizenship and especially regarding to social and ethical area. However, basing 

active citizenship to national identity “politically”; basing global citizenship to global /world identity point 

out to difference between both citizenship regarding to identity/belonging. As Polat states, when the 

definition and the development of citizenship indicating belonging to a definite political organization and the 

legal order between the individual and the state are considered, the global citizenship being tried to be 

defined out of such an organization is controversial by taking into account the nature and the running of 

citizenship concept [34]. 

 

3.3. Participation 

One of the other basic concepts of citizenship is the participation. Because the citizenship begins with the 

participation that is both a responsibility and a right. 

As a matter of fact, citizenship has comprised of political participation since Ancient Greek [2]. But it is 

only possible to talk about a limited participation in this period. The Sophists argued that everybody shall 

participate in political actions on the basis of natural law and brotherhood [25]. Althougn there is a 

citizenship understanding projecting both having status and participation, there was no efforts encouraging 

citizens to administrative processes in Rome [41]-[42].   

Participation of public efficiently to management periods has been realized only inn Renaissance in some 

Italian cities and by the United States and France revolutions [42]. The modern citizenship principles 

established during this period and this way of citizenship and degree of democracy is different from the 

activity, autonomy and liberal situation of individuals in city states of Ancient Greek [41]. 

Today this kind of participation extended to a degree of including economic and social fields and even 

reached to a multi dimensional and multinational degree within the framework of non-governmental 

organization.That is to say, the citizen is moving away the point of waiting the service of a state while he is 

becoming more demanding and participating to the decision making procedures and demanding more rights. 

[10]. Increasing rate of participationthatshowsdispersionpracticaltoparticipationareaandsocietybase can be 

subject to change at policy and state understanding, technological developments and  acceptance of “shared 

responsibilities” beyond   rightsandauthorities of citizenship[43]. But, one of the most important elements 

supporting to participation is individualist understanding. Because, the individual that is considered 

privileged than society at the democracies should have affection power the society and equal attendance to 

the society [44]. As a result of those ideas, citizenship concept developed by relocating the mind to the center 

and participation of the individuals directly or indirectly to all fields of the life [45]. 

In fact, when the historical development of the citizenship is taken into account, it can be observed that 

there is a direct relation between the concepts of citizenship, being active, and participation beginning from 

the start point. But, particularly within the latest century, the increasing sphere of influence and the power to 

the mission loaded to the social or individual initiatives created an environment that requires both active 

citizenship and participation that complement each other. This is the result of powerful approaches that 
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redefine active citizenship within political and social participations with respect to the concept of active 

citizenship [11]. Participative behaviors within the framework of active citizenship compromise all domains 

beginning from “defining governments as accountable” to the behaviors of voting under representative 

democracy and to the daily life activities within society[11]. 

On the other hand, the global citizenship requires actual participation since global citizenship develops in 

the course of environmental protection, climate change, poverty, immigration, and hunger. This is due to the 

fact that, an active participation and responsibility is loaded upon global citizens through other 

citizens/international organizations to solve above mentioned problems. The participation and global 

knowledge level of the individuals constitute both starting point and the aim of global citizenship. 

Active and global citizenship is separated from each others practically at the case of basing participation 

with political identity and belonging, due to executing of participation periods, needing a concrete political 

structure/state. But, at the same time, active and global citizenship need a participation that puts forward 

intervention and affection of individual to life, and participation ability and show strong similarity to each 

others[46]. Furthermore, exactly at this point, it can be stated that participation that bases to human rights and 

responsibilities carries passing qualification from active citizenship to global citizenship. Hence, according to 

Andrews and Lewis, global citizenship is “a new feature” of active citizenship including international rights 

and responsibilities [43]. As a matter of fact, it can be said at this point that participation based on human 

rights and responsibilities leads to consider active citizenship as the global citizenship. 

 

4. Conclusion 

All evolutions that took place in late half century lead to arguments on the meaning and functions of 

citizenship. As a matter of fact active citizenship and global citizenship are developed as a result of these 

arguments in similar periods, on similar needs and purposes. 

First of all, when historical period is considered, active and global citizenship terms have historical past 

including serious meanings together with previous meanings and some kind points.   

Also, it has been determined that active and global citizenship terms have some historical and intellectual 

commonality regarding to basic principals of citizenship, like individual and participation. Increasing and 

indicative affect and importance of individual in the life and requiring of participation at resolution and 

preventing of problems is valid for both citizenship kinds. Because increasing ability of individual in every 

field, strengthen of his/her participation composes base of active citizenship and global citizenship at the base 

of active citizenship. It can be said that the development at individual and participation terms in the historical 

period is always supporting to each others and both of citizenship models can be built easily on a powerful 

individualism. 

But, while realizing targets of local or global social aims, since both citizenship concepts are based on 

powerful individualism, this reminds the harmony problem that can evaluated under means-effect-result 

relationship. On the other hand, in an environment that puts the individual and his freedom in the center, the 

society is weakened with respect to the individual, and when the individual-society balance is in favor of 

individual then it can be observed that the prominence of theory and practice in the life will not coincide and 

the benefits of the society could not be effectively and continuously provided.  

Although commonly emphasizing of „Humanity‟ term, active and global citizenship is different from each 

other regarding to belonging. Likewise, active citizenship adopts national identity/ state, global citizenship 

adopts world identity. Active citizenship is placed in current political structure, but belonging at global 

citizenship has not been established a suggestion yet and it is about membership rather than identity. 

Also it can be thought that belonging based to identity with globalism is not executed parallel so much. 

That is, belonging connection that was composed by identity conscious has been forwarded from Old Greece 

and Italy City-states to national states; at the next periods, despite of lived developments in the frame of 

terms such as individual, equality, human rights has been stopped like it reached to its natural borders. It can 

also be said that national identity and belonging feeling strengthens while the globalism widens by taking 

into account the behavior of European Union States against latest refugee crisis [47]. 

It can be thought in this points that the belonging that was established by identity conscious is different 

from belonging that only was composed by membership. Aforementioned differences raise doubts on the 

realizability of the global citizenship since human is an entity of having priorities starting from inner cycle to 

the far cycles. This can also be stated as a transition from personal to general. But, the inner cycles of an 

individual defining his belongings in global citizenship left ambiguous. If a result is reached like 

understanding the priority must be given to global rather than individual then this order will not coincide with 

the natural structure of a human and may lead to unnatural behaviours. Besides that, the status and the 

identity honored by the states to its citizens throughout history will lead the citizenship to a controversial 

position with respect to the global citizenship and its realizability. There is also another hard point to realize 

the global citizenship and to put it into a meaningful position like putting all world societies into a de facto 

structure with respect to belonging. 
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Despite of this visual difference about belonging, active citizenship as a product of conditions and matters 

created by globalism in a determined rate composes base of global citizenship and opens its way.  So then, 

active and global citizenship terms that are defended in virtue of some concrete needs can be assessed as a 

new expression of Western Political Thought and applications that is dominant and continued since 17
th

 

century when historical period is considered. In this point, when binary application type in the history is 

considered (leading countries - led countries) those two matters can be emphasized through result of 

research: 

On the frame of global citizenship and global problems, can active citizenship be affected on thinking, 

application and accessing to result for all societies and people in the same degree? In other mean, have all 

societies in the world a power and possibility that will compose global affection?  

If there are societies more efficient and stronger than the others, whether the global citizenship is an 

element or a tool of a suitable structure including the ones who have this power in this point (who makes 

global)  also ones who don‟t have the same force (who are being globalized)?   
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